BiblioLanguages

Support your community with a library catalog translated into eight additional languages!

Let your patrons search, discover, and manage their account in their preferred language by adding additional languages to BiblioCore.

BiblioCore is available with translations in eight additional languages in addition to English. Translations are regularly updated by professional, in-country translators and cover the BiblioCore interface, as well as BiblioCore’s help documentation.

Language Options

BiblioCore is available in:

- Filipino
- French
- Japanese
- Russian
- Simplified Chinese
- Spanish
- Traditional Chinese
- Vietnamese

Translations cover the BiblioCore interface, excluding bibliographic metadata and community contributions such as comments, tags, and lists.

Not everything in BiblioCore is translated, and this is to ensure patrons see the title they are looking at in the title’s actual language. Instead, BiblioLanguages translates the BiblioCore interface so patrons can navigate their library catalog with ease.
Support your community in your patron’s preferred language

Libraries can configure BiblioCore's navigation for each language added to BiblioCore.

Patrons can choose their preferred display language through their account settings, ensuring they see the catalog in their chosen language each time they log in.

All BiblioCore pages can be linked to in each BiblioLanguage. For example, linking patrons to the BiblioCore login page in Spanish, or a search for new titles in Japanese!

BiblioCore help documentation is translated into each of the BiblioLanguages – ensuring your patrons can find the help they need in their preferred language.

Additional Languages

Is there a language you’d like to see supported that isn’t currently available? Get in touch to see how we can add your requested language info@bibliocommons.com.